
 

 

New Rules 
Beer has lost 3 points of market share to wine and spirits since 2000.  That means it’s 

time to reflect and reconsider; to understand the new rules of the American Beer Game.  

Here is the condensed version of an analysis first published in Brew – A Magazine for 

Beer People.  For the complete issue, or to subscribe to the Brew Blog, go to 

www.BeerBlog.com. 

 

1.  Old Rule: Suppliers hold the power 

     New Rule: Retailers call the shots 

 

National chains and big box retailers have increased their influence on the retail 

landscape.  “Beer trips” to super centers rose 64% between 2001 and 2005, while grocery 

store runs fell by over 9%.  This shift forces suppliers and distributors to go to market 

differently – partnering with retailers on everything from packaging to promotions. 

 

2.  Old Rule: No image, no sale 

     New Rule: No product, no image 

 

Generic, downscale marketing won’t cut it anymore. Today, marketing increasingly 

revolves around differentiation – telling the consumer how the brand delivers a distinct 

experience.  Advertising is focusing on the intrinsic qualities of the beer, such as taste 

and physical attributes, or extrinsic characteristics, like origin or packaging; or both.  

Whatever the approach, product/experience-oriented marketing has replaced the image-

only ads of yesterday. 

 

3.  Old Rule: Imports and crafts are exotic 

     New Rule: Imports and crafts are mainstream 

 

In the past decade, imports have grown from 6% of US beer sales to 12%, giving them a 

greater combined market share than Coors.  Crafts are enjoying a renaissance as well, 

posting double-digit growth the first half of this year.  Former niche products are now the 

choice of Middle America.  Corona and Heineken are not only selling like mainstream 

brands, they’re acting like them, with light versions, large packages and big TV budgets.   

 

 

4.  Old Rule: Beer is local 

     New Rule: Local is now global 

 

What began as a local business in the 1800s became national by the 1970s.  Today, the 

players are global: witness SAB’s acquisition of Miller, Coors’ merger with Molson, and 

A-B’s deal with InBev.  The trend is sure to continue as global brewers tap into the 

world’s most lucrative beer market: the US. 



 

 

5.  Old Rule: Exclusivity rules 

     New Rule: Portfolios win 

 

In the past, exclusive distributorships were able to focus on four of the six biggest brands 

in America.  Today, the “all other” distributors are flexible and nimble competitors, 

managing diverse portfolios to meet consumer demand.  The trend toward premium, craft 

and imports has given “all other” distributors a competitive edge. 

 

6.  Old Rule: Ride on cheap gas 

     New Rule: Ride on scale economics 

 

Spiraling fuel and health care costs are eroding distributors’ profitability in the new 

millennium.  The likely result: additional consolidation, as wholesalers seek to build 

economies of scale.  The likely consequence: a demand for better service and support 

from suppliers. 

 

7.  Old Rule:  Stack ’em high and watch ’em fly 

     New Rule: …And sell the small if the margin’s tall 

 

For decades, the leading domestic brewers concentrated on big brands, sold through big 

ad campaigns.  They will continue to rely on the flagship beers that deliver twice the 

turnover and twice the profit to retailers, compared to imports and crafts.  But brewers are 

broadening their focus and learning to develop profitable niche brands as well.  It’s no 

longer and either/or world. 

 

There you have it: the new rules of winning the American Beer Game.  What are the 

Future Rules?  To find out, go to www.BrewBlog.com for the October issue of Brew and 

much more. 
 

 

 

 


